Season 2017-18

ENGLAND FIRE SERVICE FOOTBALL SECTION

Royal Air Force 1-0England Fire Service
RAF clip ENGLANDS wings
England's long awaited first game of the
season, the venue RAF Cosford pitch a
little bobbly but a sunny day for a game
of football .
Both teams arrived early and had good
warm up sessions, but from the kick off
it was RAF who looked sharper and
settled. A couple of stray shots from
both teams in the opening few minutes
and some hesitance in England's defence led to a good chance in the 5th

minute where WEBB flicked over the
keeper but also the bar.
7 minutes in and a free kick whipped in
from the left hand side by WOOD for
England was cleared well from the RAF
defence, It was two minutes later and a
great run down the left flank from PEEL
was crossed and met by the forward
who struck well, but a great reaction
save was pushed away only to be met
by MORRIS who drilled low to open the
scoring .RAF 1 Eng. 0
England needed to respond, but could
not settle and bring some composure to
their game, RAF capitalised and put the
England defence under pressure with
some last ditch defending for the next
15 minutes or so, the clearest chance
fell to their forward who went through

one on one with the England debutant
GK McHUGH who made an amazing
save to flick the ball out for a corner.
The resulting corner came in low and
was met by McGOWAN who placed
over the bar.
On 25min it was England who were on
the offensive and with some good work
around the edge of the box led to an
opening for McMANUS who had a clear
shot on goal which he blazed over,
Englands best chance so far .England
remained on the offensive and a free
kick was given right on the edge of the

box a dummy from WOOD was left for
CAIN to strike but again high and wide .
CAIN was working hard but over enthusiasm led to a rash challenge on 34
minutes and a first yellow card was
given.
HT RAF 1 ENGLAND 0
With no changes at half time the first ten
minutes both teams had lost rhythm and
play became scrappy, with both teams
giving the ball away, It was not until 60
mins played when a defence splitting
pass through England gave a chance to
RAF to home in towards goal but great
defensive play from BARRELL chased
back and made a great tackle to snuff
out any threat. With substitutions made
on both sides on 63 minutes England

went to a back four , a cross down the
left side for RAF was met with a diving
header by WEBB which didn't connect
properly which lucky for England went
wide of the far post.. It was RAF last real
effort on goal and England seemed to
grow more in confidence as they
searched for the equaliser , a few snap
shots from England was all that came,
that was until player manager TONKS
had come on with time running out and
minutes to go, the ball came to him in the
box with the goal at his mercy, it was
surely an equaliser. Alas like most of

England's efforts this afternoon it didn't
reach the target and went over the bar. It
was to be England's last effort , on reflection a deserved win for RAF for their first
half performance but positives for England chances created and a good Debut
performance from Goalkeeper ADAM
McHUGH.
FT RAF 1 ENGLAND 0
Man of match MORRIS for RAF very
composed performance.

Team line ups and introductions

England Squad;
A. McHugh (Durham)
A McLurg (GMC)
P Lomax (GMC)
M Price (West Mids)
A McManus (West Yorkshire)
C Baker (West Mids)
C.Cain (Merseyside)
J Ogden (GMC)
B Sebuliba (London)
B Wood (London) c
G.Barrell (H&W)
K.Brookes (Lincs)
L.Henry (West Mids )
D.Ward physio (GMC)

England Section;
D.Gilbert (Lincs)
R Tonks (South Yorkshire)
L Thompson (Merseyside )
K.Harris (H&W)
M Bloomfield(GMC)

Above; teams entering pitch led by England captain Ben Wood

